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By Prof. John J. Bolton , Deborah M. Robertson-Andersson , Dr. Max Troell  and Dr. Christina
Halling

A mixed diet of kelp can improve growth rates, quality and
reduce parasite loads

The covered abalone tanks on the left are supported by the adjacent
seaweed culture raceways, which use abalone tank e�uents as
source water. Photo by R. J. Anderson.
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Abalone aquaculture in South Africa based on the local Midas ear abalone (Haliotis midae) has grown rapidly in the
last decade, with 13 farms currently producing and many farms still expanding. The production is entirely land-based,
with abalones grown in tanks with �ow-through sea water.

This production has, to a large extent, replaced the local wild abalone harvest, which has been much reduced by
poaching. While over 2,000 metric tons (MT) were harvested annually in the 1960s, now only about one-tenth of that
is landed.

Rising production
In 2003, South Africa was the largest producer of cultured abalone outside Asia. Its production, 840 MT in 2005,
continues to rise. The abalones are either �own live or exported canned to markets in China and Japan.

Most of the farms are within 150 km either side of Cape Town on the southwest coast of South Africa. The major
node of production is in the Hermanus/Gansbaai area east of Cape Town, where higher sea water temperatures than
western areas support higher growth rates. These farms use live harvested kelp as the major feed, supplemented at
various stages by locally produced arti�cial feed that contains �sh and soy protein. Driven by commercial
considerations, efforts to grow seaweeds in integrated systems with the abalone are under way.

Harvested kelp
The harvest of (Ecklonia maxima) kelp on the west coast is controlled by a sophisticated system of “concession
areas,” with quotas awarded to concession holders for 10 years for particular stretches of coastline after a
government tender process. In the past, tenders were not awarded to abalone farmers, so the majority of the local
seaweed industry is intricately linked with abalone farming. The kelp beds only extend as far eastward as Cape
Agulhas, the southernmost point of Africa, making this feeding method not feasible for farms further east.

E. maxima, known locally as “sea bamboo,” has blades at the top of a long, hollow stem topped by a �oating bulb. The
plants can reach the surface in depths up to 8 meters.

Over 6,000 MT per year of kelp are now harvested on the South African west coast for abalone feed, and some kelp
beds are reaching sustainable limits. The kelp is harvested mostly using small boats, from which the �oating “heads”
of the kelp are cut by hand.

Each year, concession holders are allowed to remove 5-10 percent of the standing stock, depending on collection
method. Removal of the whole kelp heads kills the plants, and if only the secondary blades – which regenerate – are
removed, higher quotas are allowed.

Mixed feed
A growing body of evidence suggests that a mixed diet of kelp plus other seaweeds can give growth rates at least as
good as arti�cial feed, and can improve abalone quality and reduce parasite loads. Two farms on the southeast coast,
where there are no kelp beds, grow signi�cant amounts of their own feed (Ulva and some Gracilaria) using abalone
waste water. One farm currently grows 4 MT Ulva per day in 32 shallow 8- x 30-meter raceways known locally as
“paddle ponds,” with water movement provided by paddlewheels.

Another bene�t of growing seaweed on the farm is that seaweed grown in water with increased nitrogen (animal
aquaculture e�uent and/or fertilized sea water) can have much higher nitrogen levels than wild material. Ulva can be
grown with well over 40 percent protein dry weight, more than twice that of natural levels, which increases its quality
as abalone feed.

Some of the farms that cultivate their own seaweed have noticed an off taste and sulphurlike smell in their canned
abalone. It has been shown that a diet of Ulva can increase the levels of dimethyl sulphonioproprionate in the
animals, which, when converted to dimethyl sulphide by heat in the canning process, can affect taste. Studies are
continuing, as this chemical change also occurs in wild abalone and may be relevant to abalone taste in general.
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Bene�ts of integrated aquaculture
The authors are currently working closely with abalone farmers on the southwest coast who are increasing their
efforts to grow seaweeds in abalone e�uent as an addition to kelp as feed. An extension of one farm has been
designed with the inclusion of seaweed raceways. The system is engineered to enable the abalone e�uents to pass
through the seaweed ponds and then be partially recirculated to the abalone tanks.

This has many bene�ts. Firstly, the seaweed is used as a bio�lter to remove considerable amounts of the dissolved
ammonium from the abalone waste water, which allows recirculation and signi�cantly reduced pumping costs.
Secondly, a signi�cant source of extra feed (Ulva) is available to the farm, with the prospect of increased growth and
vigor.

Thirdly, some farms can be affected by occasional harmful algal blooms in coastal waters that have proved a
problem with abalone on this coast. These events are typically short-term (often only a few days), and the presence of
the seaweed bio�lter may enable 100 percent recirculation for short periods, thus preventing contaminated sea water
from entering the system.

Although only set up in early 2006, the farm with raceways is already operating successfully at 50 percent
recirculation using four raceways, each producing 1.2 mt of Ulva monthly as additional feed for the farm. This
recirculation also increases temperatures in the abalone tanks by around 2 degrees C, increasing growth rates.

Integrated future
Many recent reports have argued that integrated multitrophic aquaculture may be the future direction for all
aquaculture, using an approach whereby excess nutrients (especially nitrogen) produced by one cultured organism
are treated as a resource to be utilized further, rather than as a problem. Despite the growing literature on integrated
aquaculture, there are surprisingly few worldwide examples of commercially viable integrated marine aquaculture
systems.

Abalone e�uent is not considered an environmental problem in South Africa today. Abalones are herbivores that
consume low-protein feeds, and farm densities along the coast are low. Also, the South African coastline is very
straight and high energy, with e�uent released into the ocean rather than sheltered bays.

Despite the lack of environmental pressure, it is proving commercially bene�cial to implement abalone/seaweed
systems in South Africa. This is likely to be the case in many other systems, as well, once producers realize the
bene�ts of integrated marine aquaculture.

The South African abalone on the left received a mixed diet of kelp
and other seaweeds, while the other was fed only kelp.
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(Editor’s Note: This article was originally published in the July/August 2006 print edition of the Global Aquaculture
Advocate.)
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